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INTRODUCTION

Because magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters are inherently low thrust devices,
opcration for hundreds to thusands of hours will be required to impart useful levels of total
impulse. Experience at Princcton 12 and in other laboratories 3,4 indicates that the cathode of these
devices suffers the most severe damage in the hostile environment of the high current discharge,
therefore representing the life-limiting component. To explore the physical mechanisms
responsible for cathode degradation, a new diagnostic tool has been developed, the surface layer
activztnon (SLA) technique, to nionitor erosive loss. This method was chosen in the Phase I
portion of this contract from several alternatives because it provides highly accurate, in-situ
measurements of erosive mass loss and can be readily applied to a wide variety of materials and
environments. Concurrent programs of erosion measurement on experimental MPD thrusters
using this technique and supporting analytical modelling of the erosion process are now being
pursued.

The SLA diagnostic technique reues upon the production of a radioactive tracer in a tin i15'er
near the cathode surface by nuclear activation. Monitoring changes in the activity level during
thruster operation provides a direct measure of the amount of the activated layer removed by the
destructive plasma-surface interaction. Partial results of preliminary tests of the technique have
ai-eady been reportedI. The purpose of this paper is to provide the completed set of preliminary
data, discuss substantial improvements which make surface layer activation a practical tool, and
describe the cLrrent direction of the expcriniental program.

In the interests of clarity and conciseness, many details of the work have been omitted. A
comprehensive archival literature base exis~s for this wcIA :n the form of monthly technical
progress reports which are available from the Princeton University Engineering Library. The
documents for this reporting period have been bound into yearly compendia which can be obtained
b requesting MAE Report #1678 for 1985 and MAE Report #1679 for 1986. Alternatively,
individual monthly reports relating to specific topics car be obtained directly from AJ. Kelly.

PRELIMINARY TESTS ON A HALF-SCALE FLARED ANODE THRUSTER

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The coaxial thruster configuration shown in Figure 1 was chosen for the second test of the
surface layer activation tethnique because preliminary performance data5 indicated that this design
is superior to the benchmark configuration studied in the first test. In this design, a high speed
solenoid valve controls the injection of argon through the boron nitride backplate via an annulus
surrounding the central 2% thoriated tungsten cathode and by 12 small holes arrayed on a circle
near the copper anode. The thruster was mounted in a fiberglass vacuum tank 1.8 m in diameter
and 4.8 m long, which was typically maintained at a pressure of about 10-5 torr. One msec
duration rectangular current pulses were supplied by a 3000 IiF, 175 kJ pulse-forming network.

The activation process will be discussed in detail in the next section; however, a brief
description of the activation and data reduction used iii this experiment is included here to
demonstrate several deficiencies which have subsequently been corrected. Ganma emitting
radionuclide tracers were produced by activating small spots 5 mm in diameter on the tungsten
cathode, copper anode, and boron nitride backplate at the Princeton Cyclotron using the parameters
listed in Table 1. These spots were placed at positions of maximum current density5 where the
most severe erosion presumably occurs The resulting activity was monitored by observing
prominent photopeaks in the gamma ray spectrum, which was collected with standard radiation
detection equipment mounted outside the thruster. Gamma rays absorbed by a Bicron 5x5 inch
NaIM) scintillator crystal produce a number of photons proportional to the gamma energy. The
photons are detected with a photomultiplier tube, which produces voltage pulses that are then read



and displayed as the number of detected decay events (counts) in a particular energy r'aige
(channel) by a Canberra Series 35 mulichannel analyzer. The composite gamma ray spectrum (,t
the lab background and the three isotopes produced in the activation is shown in Figure 2

The activity of each source is proportional to the number of counts in the photopeak, h,h
was determined by subtracting the background which is assumed to be linear and sumring ti ic
remaining counts, as shown in Figure 3. To relate the fraction of the original activity remaining to
the amount of material removed by erosion, the distribution of the radioactive tracer in the acti, ated
layer must be known. This was determined6 by repetitively lapping thin layers from an irradiated
sample of the material of interest and determining the remaining activity to produce a calibration
curve such as that plotted in Figure 4.

The test sequence for this experiment consisted of 10,000 1 msec long discharges at an arpon
mass flow rate of 2.2 g/s and a current level of 9.6 kA (below the onset current), followed by
4000, 1 msec discharges at 0.75 g/s and 12 kA (above onset). The activities of the three isotopes
were measured periodically during this sequence to determine the cumulative material losses.

RESULTS

1 No anode or backplate erosion was detected for either operating condition. The cumulauve
cathode mass loss per unit surface area is plotted in Figure 5 as a function of the number of
discharge 'or both operating conditions. Figure 6 displays the same data plotted against the ttm
charge transferred through the cathode; however, because the eroded mass is more likely a functi,.
of the local current density in the activated spot, which may have differed for the two operating
conditions, comparisons of the two sets may not be valid. The most striking characteristic of the
data is that regions of strongly linear behavior are separated by regions of iscontinuous mass lo-.
a iehdior not found in the first application of the techniquel .. As shown in the figures, the
continuous regions are well represented by straight line fits which yield the erosion rates listed Ih
Table 2, which are similar to weight loss measurements made at Stuttgart 7 and Tokyo3.

Although no surface distortion in the activated spot was visible on a macroscopic or
microscopic scale prior to the test, after the !4,000 discharges the spot was clearly visible as a
shallow depression with a flat floor and a rim of tungsten that apparently melted and peeled av lyv
from the center. A similar blister was found on the cathode used in the first test of the technique.
Inspection of the cathode surface under an optical microscope revealed a number of pits or craters
which were densely packed and very distinct at the tip, less dense apd distinguishable in the centeT
and very indistinct at the hase, where large scale surface melting and floA ing had occutrred. Und.:
moderate magnification, small metalI spheres, apparently tungsten, were visible on the hackplatc
near the annular injection port which surrounds the cathode.

Much smaller scale cratering was evident under a scanning electron microscope, typified by
the photomicrograph in Figure 7. The typical crater diameter was I to 5 microns at the tip and the
base, and 1-2 microns in the center. No qualitative differences or general differences in scale could
be discerned on a microscopic level between the irradiated spot and regions surrounding it. O--
the larger pits visible in the optical microscope was examined with the SEM, and appeared
as a depression 60-70 microns in diameter thickli'y overlaid with the sn,..,er craters. Sul 1. fnl
vide cmrks in the surface were visible in a-li regions.

DISCUSSION

The appearance of the activated spot after the experiment strongly suggests that atypical
surface damage occurred, probably due to material property changes induced by the high energy

* ion bombardment which produced the radioactive tracer. The fraction of tungsten transmuted to
185Os was O(10-12). : its presence as an impurity could not be -esponsible. A more likely
explanation is that 'adiation damage from the 23 MeV a-particles used tor the activation caused the

2
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nupture of the surface during the experiment. (ross loss of material from the peeled back edges of
the r -ion m:y have txc reponsible foi the discontinuous jumps in the erosion data. Concern
that the measurement prc ess is significantly disturbing the measured phenomenon motivated a
critical examination of the activation process which culminated in the defi.ition of criteria
go, eming the choice of an activation scheme capable of providing honest estimates of surface
degradation. The results of that study are summarized in the next section.

The validity of the erosion rates obtained from the continuous portions of the data are
defensible on the basis of the qualitative sim:-,,: larity between the microscopic erosion structures
found in the activated spot and the undisturbed regions around it and the reasonable agreement with
othei- measurements. Assuming similar ero-sion rates over the entire cathode yields an erosion rate
of about 1 gg/C, or approximately 0.01 g/s a, 10 kA, which is clearly unacceptably high for a
practical device.

On cold cathode surtaces current continity is maintained primarily through a number of
small emission sites where the local temperature is extremely high, liberating electrons from the
surface through a combination of thermal and ficld emismion. The photomicrographs of the
cathode surface confirm that the erosion processes occur primarily in localized microspots
c!,)rre.1.... tn- I'-- ,Ic cnussion sites where teinpotures exceed the melting temperature. The photo-
m;crographs showing molten tumgsten spl.ashe farm these sites and the tungsten droplets found
on the back1 -: 'idicat' that droplet erosion may be a significant component of the mass flux from
the cathode sunr.,:, aiu, -gh2 the high local temperatures Also imply high evaporation rates. The

0 appearance of larger pits arouii 00 microns in diameter and the smaller craters 1-5 microns i,-
diameter suggests that two types of arc attachment may occur. This is consistent with
Rakhovskii's observations of a vacuum "scharge using high speed photographic techniques 8. He
found two types of luminous spots--fast nio,,,ing spots that left small craters and slower ones that
tended to cluster and cause more extensive damage.

Evidence exists th,,a when the bulk cathode surface temperature becomes sufficiently high,
diffuse thermionic emission provides sufficient current and the local melting associated with the
miczro ' t nuode of emission does not occur, allowing an erosion rate several orders of magnitude
lower than that experienced with cold cathode bulk temperatures 7. This provides some hope that
steady state thrusters in which the cathode is heated by the discharge may have acceptable cathode
lifetimes. The next stage of experimentation described in the final section of this paper is designed
to explore this regime of cathode operation.

ANALYSIS OF "THE SURFACE LAYER ACTIVATION TECHNIQUE

Two critical operations compose the th- SLA mass loss measurement technique. F;.rst, a
suitable gamma-emitting tracer must be produced in a thin surface layer, second, the change in
activity of this source as it erodes must be determined. The activation and spectrum analysis
fundamentals will be introduced next to establish the processes and terminology used subsequently

• in defining criteria for successful application of the technique. Finally, a new activation scheme
will be presented which more satisfactorily meets these criteria than that used in the preliminary
•ests, and wtiich is conzzptually capable of providing a direct measure of the extent of surface
pitting.

PRODUCTION OF THE RADIOACTIVE TRACER

The key to the SLA technique is the depth calibration curve, which relates the observable
activity decline to the desired measurement of mass loss. As intimated earlier, this relationship is
dependent on the distribution of the radionuclide beneath the surface. Because this technique relies
on a nuclear reaction in the target surface excited by a high energy ion beam, the resulting

• distribution is dependent on the physics of that interaction. The density of the radioactive atoms na

3
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actvated area, which is Li fact the process used to generate empirical depth calibration curves.
Thi.; calibration relation is expressed theoretically as

T

/ptrjA)= na(IV dn) f na(Tl) dT (5)

where (ptrl'A) is the fractional activity remaining after a layer of thickness T1' and area A has been
removed and ro is the depth of the activai.J layer measurcd perpendicular to the surface. Of
course, for data analysis the inverse relation is required. Figure 10 demonstrates the agreement
between the measured depth calibration curves and the curve generated by integrating the calculated
density for the copper activation. The close correspondence between the modelling and experiment
indicates that the ultimate utility of theoretically generating depth calibration curves is limited only
by the availability of appropriate cross-section data.

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTING GAMMA S, .Z.RIUM

Two method, of collecting and anaivzi n act.-i:y change data have been developed. The first
relies on a comparison of the gamma spectrum after operation of the thruster with the initial
spectrum, which yields the total activity chanke ocurtrine during operation. This method is simple
and highly accurate if the correct appreach is used, as described next. The second method involves

* monitoring the countrate of a portion of thc specaral rezion during operation, and while it is not as
accurate, it allows real-time, time-resolved mass loss measuremnnt.

The spectrum analysis method used in the prelirninary tests relied on a linear Lproximation
for the background spectrum, an assumption that is in general not justified, particularly when
photopeaks overlap, as the 7Be and 1850s peaks do in Figure 2. Not the least worrisome aspect
of this approximation is that the error cannot be estimated reliably. The following method is much
more sound theoretically and has been tested and found to eliminate virtually all of the uncertainty
in the activity measurement.

The assumptions underlying this method of spectrum resolution are 15:

a) The sample spectrum is produced by a combination of known isotopes.
b) The response function of the detector for each isotope is known and is independent of

the activity level.
c) The sample spectrum is a linear combination of the response functions of the

component isotopes.
d) Each component has a different spectrum, all of which are linearly independent.

The first of these is easily met in this experiment, since the isotopes produced in the activation are
known. The response function required in (b) can b deicrmined by ;,,zasuring the shape of the

* gamma spectrum of an isolated source with the same detector-source geometry to be used in the
experiment, provided the count rate is low enough to avoid coincidence summing errors. (c) is
also valid i the count rate is low enough, and cn be expressed as

Ni  xkA ki + e (6)
k

* where Ni is the number of counts in channel i, xk is the intensity of radioisotope k relative to the
measured response function (the fractional activity, if the response function is measured from the
activated component prior to erosion), Aki is the number of counts in channel i in the response
function for isotope k, and i is the measurement error. The background can be considered one of
the source spectra or measured separately and subtracted out to produce pure source spectra.
Assumption (d) must be met by a careful selection of isotopes.

5
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l pka Q 1 nt Od  (X

is similar to that used to calculat.- the de-nsity of acuatej atoms. Here nt is the densi\ ot
ta! ge. atoms and od is tht' cross-section for displacing lattice atums. The cross-section for encrcv
transfer greater than that required for displacement can he approximated for energies above a fov,
keV using the Rutherford formula, which describes Coulomb interactions between the bombarding
and target nuclei 20. This equation is inversely proportional to incident particle energy, reflecting
the fact that at high energies most of the energy loss is due to interaction with the target atom
electrons, not the nuclei. This guarantees that most of the radiation damage will occur near the
mean depth of penetration where the incident particle energy is lowest. The number density of
displacements is found by multiplying the number of primary knock-ons by the average number of
defects produced per pka, which is calculatve by averaging over the Rutherford cross-section21 .

Figure II shows the damage profile in ternis f the number of displacements per target atom
(dpa) for 23 MeV alphas on tungsten at L'.e doF:- used in the preliminar. tests. As indicated above,
the damage peaks near the mean depth ot rkneoaiob. The damage is about 1 dpa for most of the
path, but jumps to several hundred dpa nea the end. in other words, each target atom is knocked
frn, its lattice site everal hundred times du-inL the activation. Figure 12 shows the distrihution
of implanted He for the i:pha activatio -,n i". a c.,s'ia ctitered on the mean depth of
penetration with the spre-ad given b. '" '. ; .; L,.ed or. the range straggling calculatiorsN
of reference 22. The fie concenua:ion rc:ic,, a peak ot abut 5% or 50,(0 ppm at the mean

* depth of penetration
Although the detatied ki.-erics have c~t onxa evanined, it is not uiTeasonable to conclude that

the problems encountered with the alpha activa;:or wre cause by the combination of a high
concentration of implanted He coincident with the highly damaged region at the mean depth of
penetration. The combination almost guarantees ca,,itv formation', which was probably aggravated
by the elevated temperatures encountered duning operation. The cavities may have coalesced into a
blister which ruptured, or th, high density of smaller discrete cavities may have decreased the heat
conduction into the cathode bulk enough to overheat and preferentially melt the 70 micron layer
above it. The jumps seen in the preliminary mass loss data could have been caused by episodic
los5 of gross amounts of material in the molten layer.

For metals, it is recommended that the dose not exceed about 1016 cm-_ to avoid changes in
the target properties23 . This maximum allowable dose places a limit on the quantity of radioactive
product generated per unit area. The re-action must therefore have a high enough yield to give a
sufficient initial activity R within this limit:

R = C A Y kt) ax (9)

where A is the surface area exposed to the beam.

The limit on allowable dose can be expressed as the area which must be irradiated at the
maximum dose to give an acceptable level of activity. In other words, one can compensate for a
low yield reaction by irradiating a larger area. This method of compensation obviously competes
with the need to irradiate small areas to obtain spatially resolved data. For the cathode, high spatial
resolution is only required in the axial direction if axisymmetry is assumed. Therefore, a

0 2:rcumferential zone can be irradiated instead of a spot to increase the area without sacrificing axial
resolution. However, because of attenuation through the tungsten cathode only a certain fraction
of the total activity can be observed perpendicular to the cathode axis. For a 1 cm diameter cathode
this fraction is about 68%.

2. Adequate Reaction Cross-section Shane.

The depth ot activation and the shape of the radioisotope density profile are dependent on the
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beamn energy and the shape of thle crrs",-section curve at and belowte baMI energy. The
tol Ilo\, i ng rvq u IrTe 1e t S f~ rTv 1:l , ' T'a It ar T~ 'Xi N' ;,Ite I,, I! d'.:Ip~
energy an'd reCI li

a. Actikafion3 Depth

The activated layer should be sufficiently dee p that data can be ctilecced for a reasonable
period of operating time and so that the craters characteristic of arc damage do not puncture the
layer. These considerations must be balanced agai iist the required sen,,itvity of the techniue. T'-
fractional change in activity le e is roughl), the sarne as ,he fraction of the activated layer rcnio',,,
Therefore, if it is possibl' to, detec-t a 1% cilmge iii acu, ity, for instarme, then thc sen~itvitV is
limited to about 1 co tac ativatd cprt. .,w:4 is inveirsd(v proporiona tht: thlkne,,s ;)f the Lavz

b. Activation Profile

The density profilz ,t- tile radlioactie tracer is importt beCause" o1 itS effect OP 1hcIinterpretation of the data The ica~sured4 deIpth callibrati 'ni cuirve a ,imc mas,; loss in th,. f-7
thin uniform lave rs~ As c xpl -Pred iho', c. a ditterent depth cajibrati. is req aired 0 Iw gvonict
material 1knss differs froim that asimed qkj 'a ,iu fic. nt bases can he rn xihiced i. -,.Tng an
~nappropriate depth cali,, i' i. Pi nh atlo f Xs '11' ,llv ma osS Wo that (:.'Jiated UY[W the tbl~

l:~depl c O rri'

h'here TI'' is the c-n hk ac r ivue tl o1 i letactivtsiin

ii, dV AJ naTdT

1hor instai-c, rcniv t:'-''K '''iii'aP unpherical :rat,:T-- !2lther Ui~w 11initOrirT-ce fr(!rl
cathode a, dv a I . tV I, ii! ',I' of die hlV, plottedl il ;'i . c lf 01r11_a

as the plot showks, the 'ia . 11S a function ( stTtrig depth, sur-face dam age so.ale, and surtace
damage geonietrN. For t~e largest ,Tatei d.,imneter, the underestimration in mass loss occurs 'Aher:
the crater punches through the activated laye For the smaller craters, the effect is due to the
ion uniform distribujtion of the rio''rvAs equaaan~ (I 11 sho'.es, if the radioisotop-e den, 11
were Ut!tIWl, te i- ;' tI''Ic a .. s c 0'ha 1' 1':''tlec Ie , 'sUid !'-- Ceqwa!. renA
the datia rrea:niudp' '''':

The allowable deviainor fr i ,I &rri": lerst 'fde depends on the desired accur-acy al,
is difficult to define preciselN minct thre bill,. depends' inherently onl th- expected geometry of
material remioal. Calcul .tior'> canl bo pcr frirTied to compare specific: activation schemnes, however
In additior., n'i urnifont Cfl oton an be a kIdd with an 3aetP 'uo cheme whic:h prodxuces, tw;o
rad MIosot(p) rx v :t! i t ent depta dI I. It '1 I.;'' : iso l*n hm CtiVit\ Of thI
two Of ca.r ' '. ' ', gV A., T;a trofms'> lxm sorme extent t1c

* r~equireinan tf --T 'rp 4. *rea'r e t' lca .alfturr olf the erosion
process.

3. UMble Rcion rodtcJ .

The radi isoatope, pi Wu ied hy thr ;I(' tii it should ileat thes ereurmn

The eomiaed effect of natuiral dec;-, iwI nias' los Itu1st not r.-duce the mctivity below
deteictibie c~ it! ur ia:' c- t!'C i k1 ''pitcd 'Vk - b', iowuNK jk'percK (,:' the intial acim tt
Mte half ~cof the i' otm; f m.'' ax dutn rt ticecx perTinent. t Iese par,-,,etvrs, can fx



examined in detail for a particular experiment and desired accuracy, keeping in mind that low
activity levels can be somewhat compensated for by longer counting times, but it is a good rule of
thumb not to plan an experiment lasting longer than three half li' cs.

b. Spectral Separation.

For the least-squares method of spectrum analysis to resolve spectra wiLh multiple sources,
the response functions of those sources must be linearly independent. So, if several isotopes are
produced in a single component, or if several activated components contribute to the spectrum,
their individual spectra must be sufficiently different to allow precise resolution.

c. Measurable Response. functiosn,

Another requirement dictated by the least squares method is that it be possible to obtain
single-source response functions, which is easily satisfied for activation schemes which yield onl
one gamma emitter. For those activations which produce more than one isotope, however, there
must be some method of measuring the id~vintdial speu ra. For isotopes with different half-lives
or different depth profiles it may be possible to is,,olate one isotpe by allowing the shorter lived
ones to decay sufficiently or by lapping off tncse with shallower profiles. In addition, a number of
pure sources are available commercially.

'THE IMPROVED ACIIVATION PRU (k E';

Table 3 compares the tungsten activaion scheir,: used in the preliminary tests with the
deuteron activation chosen for subsequent experiments on the basis of the criteria given ahove.
The results of the preliminary tests with the a-activation demonstrate the consequences of
exceeding the dose limit for avoiding structural damage. The new deuteron activation produces
several isotopes with a much larger yield, affording extremely good spatial resolution withi.1 the
allowable dose limits. Figure 14 shows that the deuteron activation produces less than 10- 3 dpa
for most of the depth and peaks at only about 1 dpa below the activated layer, permitting the
conclusion that radiation damge and effects will not affect the results of the measurement.

The depth of activation for the 184Re is about 100 microns, much thicker than that of the -t
reactions. This allows the benefits of thieker layers, but sacrifices some depth resolution. To
regain that resolution however, the activated layer can be compressed by irradiating at an angle
the surface. Figure 15 displays the depth calibration curve for this reaction measured on a targe,
irradiated at an angle of 750 from the normal, compressing the layer by a factor of 4.

The linearity of the depth calibration curve reflects the more uniform density of radioactive
tracer associated with this activation. The ratio of actual mass loss to measured mass loss for this
profile is plotted in Figure 16, demonstrating much less non-uniformity bias than the ax activation.

* It was hoped that the '82Ta produced in this activation could be used as a second layer to study the
surface damage geometry, but the reaction yield is too low to provide usable levels of activity. It
may still be possible to use the 182Re since it has a sufficiently high yield, but its short half-life
severely limits its useful lifetime.

The deuteron activation produces a number of other intense isotopes, but most of these are
very short-lived and decay to negligible levels within days. About 3 weeks after activation the

* target can be assumed to be a pure 84Re source, which allows simple generation of a reference
response function. The 182Re spectrum is sufficiently different from the 184Re spectrum to allow
good resolution with the lincar least squares approach. Thc !82Re response function can be
generated by subtracting the 184Re response function from the composite spectrum.

The polynomial fit used to interpolate the eroded depth from the depth calibration data yields
values with a standard error of 0.2 micrometers, which represents an approximation of the

0 statistical error inherent in this technique. In addition, a systematic error is introduced by using the
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thin-slice depth calibration 1() Cntr; Iw jtA I lovxe i, Fic'ire 10( denihnstnite,, flit th:- I!
less th~in a fey. percenit fi)-r x off thc Icptl range hr the: ,iiiller :;ritrs an,! is ii siin icire
oniv for thot secratcr, \xh ich 1pun.h hcn e k iaer hI ad i-on, ;I'i~ hc-t redcn-i ;ed lhN
values can he reduced e-ven) 1L!ihe if in aetiiated dcm i pth . mo-r than -IS micron-eter-s , ij uscd
lunallv, the us~e of the, PeinI con t'inct'on with thie '-4 Pem i rvai !he nnrrc
.introduced b,. the nonuiiorn' geornet\ , ,-.vhodC siurfact- lam-age

F11'1VRU APPIC41h~1O' O)F 111W RIFIFNET) SLA 1FCHNIQIT F

Although it is important to understand the erosion mechanisms dominating in the micrOSp'".
emission mode, the unacceptably high tms'nn rate assoc-Kiated with this emission mechanism
mandates exploration of ti-. r-ctent~allv morr benign the'rnioriieallv rmwtiig, Cat), 'dei Tvw
independent path, \.%II H eP. Ut l\et aet rcm fCt( I prto
the hot cathode of a steady slate device using a multi-megawatt pulsed MI) thruster afl( acttua:
time-resolved erosion mneasure~ments onf a low-power steady state thruster

PULSED MTPD THRUSTER EROSION MEASUREMIENTS

A half-scale benchina4t thrusteT25 simnilar to that shown in Thgurc 1 7 will fhe us ed for thl
series of tests. After obaiii r nr :i r rliuthle s~ 4 crosion data fromn this pul,-cd (1(- 'cc A:10V
bulk cathxic s;urfa e al ih-w! m~er~criu~ to chainrterize the iins'tereismion moxlc
sequence of testing %4if1 !v mlrormed\A wilh ihe c aitode. externally he~t-,d prior to the discharge 1),
an inductive coil, Tbis precise control over the bulk surface temnper-ature will allow examinino i

0transition from a cold catho(de dominated by MIerospot emis-,on to anr ifcldui Tlein .th dr :)n
which current cown;aris sa iZij fW~ I'd 1_1V flf-nilC emission

TIMEF-RFSOIVI) VOLA1)Y STATE THRUWSTER EROSION TES"tS

The real-time, trac ref e eo~ ieasurernent technique will be used to study the inr.i,
high-erosion sti up phLe and the les desrzuctive steady-state operation o-n the coax ial] deN -'f
pictured in Figure 18, which is an %M1'D iype thruster operated at power levels of up to .(0 kVk
current levels from 500 to 1000 A for periods of 2 minutes and less 26 . The cathode in this thn,,,(te
experience-, currenit densitie, and stirfac rrtrrtr. similar to th-ose -xpected in high pciwi:r
steady state N1111) tl'rst s carecn the local c hii' lim 'r' rr in
conj.unctioni wrth tht-n r,:i ;"-- Tlv m;I -_f- -1, \ill a1 lnw Lvranto ith- 9rj.i rinr data ta iiit
the externiali %At~n -- io f~:j. i .P nT

'1 ( -1. I tV0 N

PrelTIminan-' tests of the SLA ~eh~cconfirtt that pulsed thntsten foir which bulk cathodec
temperaitures t-emaii) beow. thai -rqxuirt'd fu- signifi,_ant thermionmic mtrissioni are subject to severe:
ccosir, assowicke -.Itl ,X" -T'r J o'~ nxwa tla-n wlhich re nders, them useles s as
pracuical th ~ .Pu;' it dc% 1, i rnku the OY' 0of st-vdy sta,:te thru,
however, and rciimin an ;ntcr a -:' o ~i nvl rogranr j ir~du umps in the
erosion data and the blitred apicarrnc' il .ri'tv;dSpot can be artaibvted !:) structural
radiation damage caused by lte high dost 4 ,t- parut-,Attc in the activqtion

The critera outlined above are des ied to av-hies the problerm of radiation damage arid
several defivicnen i~n the data -,. J'P ax . I icre ctivation chos'erl on thc basis ofthi.

*criteria appear's capable (if providing extrerI. h I accuratc. non intrus i e measurements of cathode
erosion. The Jcui1i i .t va'aim !m a .. c ' ~ibratjon, urvc given Aow' can he u
w ith wungster, surh, C ; activaiiud ii, a unl\ vJ Vi 01o govCernment cycl-itn q facility yr from the
Coi'nmrCial activ at o;i '1( ;Vio-A 6,i[nt

h, 0i 1K I larx,%ell La[ho)ator'. ; i II wwcll. England.
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Erosion measurements can then be pei'orm-d with standard radiation measurement equipment
similar to that described in the first section of this paper and analyzed on a microcomputer with the
gamma spectrum analysis programs noted in the references. The criteria outlined in the second
section of the paper can be used to guide the development of an activation scheme appropriate for
other materials of interest. Activation, data collection, and interpretation have now reached a
sufficient level of sophistication that surface layer activation can become a routine diagnostic
technique for studying surface degradation on any material that can be suitably activated.

The planned erosion measurements on the pulsed thruster with the externally heated cathode
and the steady state thruster should provide a sound data base for directing and testing erosion
modeUing efforts. In addition, the time-resolved erosion measurement will demonstrate a new
application of surface layer activation that can Provide an extremely powerful method of lifetime
testing steady state thrusters.
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Table 3: Comnparison of Tungsten Activations

Beam Activated AxqIA Activated Major
Eaacry Yield Area* Resolution"~ Dcptht Hajlf-life y L.ines~

Beami (MeV) Reactions qjtCi~q (cm 2 ) (cm) (jim) (days) (key)

a 23 18 2w(acn)l 8 50s 50 b.25 2.93 26 93.6 646
18 3 W(a2n)l 85 JA
1 84 w(a,3n) 185 0s
1 86 W(a,5n) 18 50s

d 15 182 W(d,) I 8Re 7000 0.05 0.02 100 38.0 792
183 W(dn)184 Re 895

184 W(d,2n)l 84Re 903
186 W(d,4n) 18Re

1 82W(d,2p) 18 2Ta 40 875 1.50 70 115.0 1121, 1189
184W(l,a) I 8 2Ta 122 .1, 1231

l 82 W(d,2n)182 Rc 15,0M) 00 0. i --- 4 2.67 ttb9, /29
lS3 W(d,3n) 182Re 256, 351
18 4W(d,4n) I82Re 1076, 1121

*Area for 1 V.Ci activity at a dose of 1016 cm-2

**Axia length of circumferential activated strip, assuming area from column 6 and an attenuation of 12q,
tFor beam normal to the surface

+ Not yet measured
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